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COMPANY Azure Minerals| AZS | $0.013/share | Mkt Cap A$22m

Date: 22 May 2017

RECOMMENDATION Speculative Buy | High Risk | (unchanged)
EVENT: TECK DEFINES 2017 EXPLORATION PROGRAM
KEY POINTS


Teck Resources to fund exploration program at AZS’s Alacran Project (Mexico) as part of earn-back agreement.
Planned exploration to target expansion of the current gold and silver resources, plus also deeper porphyry
copper targets, includes 5,500m drilling scheduled to commence in July.



Under the earn back agreement Teck has to spend US$10m over a 4 year period to earn 51% of the project.
With US$2m to be spent by end CY17 as part of the agreement. AZS currently retains 100% of the Alacran
Project.



Today’s release is positive for AZS as it provides AZS with exposure to exploration activity with no expenditure
required. AZS’s has ~$10.5m cash and minimal expenditure at present.

LINK TO INITIATION REPORT AZS March 2017 PAC Partners
Overview: Azure is a precious and base metals focussed junior explorer, that has been operating in Mexico for a
number of years, over which time the AZS team has built up considerable in country experience. AZS has
successfully defined silver (32Moz) and gold (150koz) resources at the Alcaran Project. In addition at their second
project, Promontorio, a small scale copper, gold and silver resource has been defined; with exploration potential
remaining high.
Alacran Project: AZS commenced exploration on the Alacran Project (located in northern Mexico) in 2015 under
a JV with a subsidiary of the Canadian major, Teck Resources. Under the terms of the JV Teck retained a earn
th

back right, which they exercised late in 2016. Teck has until December 13 2017 to spend US$2m as part of a
US$10m expenditure commitment to earn 51% of the project.
Promontorio Project: Following the announcement in early 2017 that Kennecott Exploration Mexico S.A. de C.V.
(part of the Rio Tinto Group) had withdrawn from the JV, AZS has received several expressions of interest in the
Project and continues to engage with the interested parties.
INVESTMENT OVERVIEW
AZS remains focussed on advancing their two flagship projects through partnerships and leveraging off their
strong cash position (~$10.5m) to target precious and base metals projects located in Mexico and other nearby
jurisdictions. In the last quarter AZS has assessed over 60 projects and currently reviewing a number of these with
a view of either purchase or joint venture. Until such time as the exploration results start to flow from Alcaran
(2HCY17) and/or AZS announce a new project activity in the stock is likely to remain subdued. We see that the
experienced team is a valuable asset for AZS and provides them with a number of opportunities, however until the
direction and nature of these opportunities is revealed an investment into AZS should be seen as speculative.
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Recommendation Criteria
Investment View

PAC Partners Investment View is based on an absolute 1-year total return equal
to capital appreciation plus yield.

Buy

Hold

Sell

>20%

20% – 5%

<5%

A Speculative recommendation is when a company has limited experience from which to derive a fundamental investment view.
Risk Rating
PAC Partners has a four tier Risk Rating System consisting of: Very High, High, Medium and Low. The Risk Rating is a subjective rating based on: Management
Track Record, Forecasting Risk, Industry Risk and Financial Risk including cash flow analysis.
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